CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
Original contributions from all fields of hospital pharmacy are welcomed for poster presentation. Poster award nominees determined in November 2013 will have the opportunity to give an oral presentation during the congress. For further information about the submission of abstracts, please visit our website www.eahp.eu.
Deadline for submission: 15 October 2013

REGISTRATION
The registration fees are set follows:
- before 1 December 2013 € 600
- beginning 1 December 2013 € 700
- beginning 1 February 2014 € 800
Registration fee includes access to all sessions, the opening reception, the exhibition, lunches on Wednesday and Thursday and coffee/tea during official breaks.
Registration fee includes 21 % VAT according to Spanish law.

CONGRESS VENUE
The CCB - Centre de Convencions Internacional de Barcelona
Plaça de Willy Brandt 11-14
Barcelona, Spain

Payment Terms
1. Cheques will NOT be accepted.
2. Only payments made in Euro will be accepted.
3. As confirmation of registration an invoice will be issued after receipt of the Registration form.

Cancellation Policy
Cancellation of individual or group registrations received before 1 January 2014 will be refunded (less €100 per registration, bank and administration charges). For groups a maximum of 15 % of the Registrations may be cancelled before 1 January 2014 (less €100 per registration, bank and administration charges). No refunds can be made after this date but substitution is always accepted.
All cancellations or changes must be in writing to EAHP, email: registration@eahp.eu
NOTE: PLEASE DO NOT SEND INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATIONS FORMS FOR GROUPS OF DELEGATES

Hotel Accommodation
Atlanta
C/ Calvet 55 - Barcelona 08021
Tel. +34 932 017 756
www.atlanta.es

Note that all hotel accommodations will be made through the EAHP web site via a link to the housing bureau.
All payments, changes and cancellations for hotel accommodations will be handled directly by Atlanta.
THE 2014 EAHP CONGRESS

Dear Colleagues,

Welcome to Barcelona, the city of the bizarre and colourful architecture by Antoni Gaudí! EAHP is pleased to invite you to the 19th congress of our association, an event that continues to be an excellent opportunity to meet colleagues, learn the newest developments of the hospital pharmacist profession and join the industry exhibition.

The scientific committee is already in the process of developing the 2014 programme around an exciting topic: “The innovative hospital pharmacist – imagination, skills and organisation.”

To look on innovation as a part of leadership, to judge the value of innovation requires comprehensive skills and to implement innovation is a challenge. Hospital pharmacists must be part of it and I am sure that after the congress you will have received much inspiration for your daily work.

“We are responsible for what will happen in the future”, Karl Raimund Popper said and J.A. Schumpeter added, “Innovation is creative destroying”. We have to abandon some sloppy tradition to move on and let the future happen, but we have also to do it with sensible and wellweighted action. Working together with other professionals and our colleagues in primary care is paramount in achieving that goal. We can really only innovate by understanding the different perspectives of other professions and the needs of our patients.

Barcelona is a good location to discuss innovation: the modern part of this city and the liberty style of the buildings by Gaudí merge the past and future in a unique way. Enjoy the experience of visiting the “Sagrada Familia”, the UNESCO World Heritage Site still under construction, walk along the famous promenade of Barcelona and have a rest in the Parc Guell admiring the city from the top of the hill. Upon your return home you will treasure your time with EAHP and the city of Barcelona with only fond memories.

See you in Barcelona!

Dr. Roberto Frontini, EAHP President

FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Dear Friends in European Hospital Pharmacy,

“The innovative hospital pharmacist – imagination, skills and organization” will be the frame for the presentations at the Barcelona 2014 EAHP Congress.

Most hospital pharmacists across Europe feel the need for the development of skills and services for the future of their profession. The challenges are mostly coming from economy but also expectations and needs for new innovative pharmaceutical services are the opportunities and driving forces in the process of change.

The 19th EAHP Congress offers you inspiration for the process of developing your every day job and your influence of the future of your profession.

Keynote presentations such as “innovation in a scenery of shrinking budgets” will open your eyes for the general trend we are facing now. Are we prepared to be a hospital pharmacist in 2020, keynote 2, and how we manage all the knowledge that becomes available through the new media and technology will be presented during keynote 3.

Seminars, which are open for interactions with the speakers, will be dealing with the need for specialization for the hospital pharmacist as seen in some European countries but missing in most others. This year the seminars are related to three themes: New Health and economy challenges, The Hospital Pharmacist 2020: a job description and Re-engineering the hospital pharmacy organisation. The first theme will be highlighted by seminars on reimbursement, targeted medicines, benchmarking, the definition of an innovative drug, therapeutic equivalence and drug shortages. The second theme deals with our vision on our future, pharmacy practice research and clinical trials and ethical committees. The third theme looks very challenging: should we re-engineer our services like compounding, clinical pharmacy services or drug supply.

19th Congress of the EAHP – 26-28 March 2014 – Barcelona, Spain
Venue: The CCIB - Centre de Convencions Internacional de Barcelona

Preliminary Scientific Programme

Theme: The innovative hospital pharmacist - imagination, skills and organisation

Keynote 1: Accommodating innovation against a background of shrinking budgets

Keynote 2: The Hospital Pharmacist 2020: a new profile

Keynote 3: Knowledge management in times of information overload

Seminars:

New health and economic challenge

SN1 Health service reimbursement
SN2 Targeted medicines?
SN3 Benchmarking in drug utilisation
SN4 What is an innovative drug?
SN5 How therapeutic equivalence can influence the cost of drugs
SN6 Drug shortages

The HP 2020: a job description?

SH1 New perspectives - hospital pharmacy in primary care
SH2 Pharmacy practice research
SH3 Pharmacists’ involvement in clinical trials and ethical committees
SH4 Redesigning pharmacy careers
SH5 Development in pharmacy education

Re-engineering HP organization

SR1 Re-engineering drug preparations
SR2 Re-engineering the drug supply chain
SR3 Re-engineering clinical pharmacy services

Other Sessions

Highlights of Spanish Hospital Pharmacy; 3 Workshops; Synergy Satellites

Dr. Roberto Frontini, EAHP President

Prof. Dr. Cees Neef, EAHP Scientific committee chairman
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All subjects for presentations are in the form of seminars with presentations by 2 speakers and time for questions. Along with keynotes and seminars there will also be the Highlights of Spanish Hospital Pharmacy, where our young and dynamic Spanish colleagues will present the running topics in Hospital pharmacy in Spain today. Workshops will also be held reflecting the theme of the congress and will provide inspiration within clinical pharmacy and medical devices. The Synergy Satellite programme which debuted during the Paris congress will continue and is also accredited, whereas the industry satellites for the most part are not.

Join the 19th EAHP Congress in Barcelona, a city that needs no further introduction, where good living and science are well integrated and so will be our 19th congress. We invite you to join EAHP and enjoy this informative congress and fabulous city.